PARTING SHOTS

FRIENDLY BRICK

I have been challenged by a distinguished exeditor of Elements to write something interesting about brick. The prospects are not good.
I’ve just entered ‘brick fi ring’ into Web of
Science and been rewarded with a list of 7122
papers of which 6538 have never been cited!
Ambitious younger readers take note.
The common English phrase ‘you can’t make
bricks without straw’, meaning that you
cannot make something without the necessary materials, originates from the Bible. The
pharaoh punishes the Israelites by stopping
their supply of straw, essential for making
mud bricks, while insisting they maintain
productivity. Modern labour relations often
run aground on such matters. It is certainly
the case that you can’t make bricks without
clay, so brick is an appropriate topic for this
Elements issue.
The simplest type of brick is simply airdried mud, the adobe of the south-western
USA. Adding straw can both strengthen the
product and facilitate the drying process, even
if the mud is subsequently fi red, by providing
porosity. The oldest-known shaped mud bricks
are about 10,000 years old, from Tell Aswad
near Damascus in Syria. Sadly this cradle of
civilization is now immersed in a terrible civil
war. Substantial permanent structures can be
built from unfired mud. The great mud mosque
in Agadez, Niger, was built in 1515, and rebuilt
in the same style in 1844 (FIG. 1). Of course,
the climate is favourable: 109 mm of rain a
year, almost all in July and August when the
average daily highest temperature is near 40 °C,
so drying out is very fast. Mud brick would be
less successful where I live: 1883 mm of rain
with average summer highs soaring to 18 °C.
Bricks fi red in kilns are much tougher. The
oldest kilns, at Yarim Tepe in modern Iraq,
are 8000 years old and could reach 900 °C, not
much less than the modern 1100 °C. The simplest (called scoves) were piles of mud bricks
with tunnels at the base through which the
heat from fi res could pass upward. The tops
were closed off with a mix of wet sand and clay.
In modern ‘tunnel’ kilns, 3000 bricks move
on trolleys through a long kiln reaching progressively higher temperatures, are allowed to
cool, and then automatically stacked, packed
and dispatched.
Considering the importance of brick in our
lives and history, there is remarkably little published work on what happens mineralogically
when you heat natural mixtures of (mainly)
quartz and clay minerals, with or without
carbonates. It is encouraging that the most
highly cited publication of the 7122 is from
the European Journal of Mineralogy1. It is essen1 Cultrone G and 4 coauthors (2001) Carbonate
and silicate phase reactions during ceramic firing.
European Journal of Mineralogy 13: 621-634
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FIGURE 1

The mud mosque in Agadez, Niger, January 1991

tially a process akin to very fast contact metamorphism, pyrometamorphism, a playground
for both metastable melting and metastable
crystallization. The presence of carbonate has
a large effect on the beginning of melting and
on the new phases that appear, which include
mullite, gehlenite, wollastonite, diopside and
anorthite. Above 1000 °C the porosity is
reduced when silicate liquid fills original pores.
There is something personal and friendly about
brick. Each was individually laid, carefully,
skilfully, by a bricklayer, or ‘brickie’ as we call
them in the UK. The layers of red brick in the
fl int wall at Burgh Castle, shown in figure 2,
were laid by a 3rd century Roman brickie who
thought the grey fl int needed
brightening up with some of
the characteristic Roman thin
red bricks. He was building a
shore fort 1800 years ago to
keep marauding Saxons out.
I spent my boyhood in the
village of Eynsford, only 30
km south-east of the centre
of London, riding my bike
across the ford in companionable proximity to the work
of Norman (11th century) and
Elizabethan (16 th century)
brickies (F IG. 3). American
brickies built some exquisite
brick buildings in the 19 th
century, like my example
from Denver (F IG . 4), but
brick buildings are only practicable up to 18 floors, and steel and glass were
needed as the skyscraper – hostile and remote
– took over our cities. In the early 20 th century
enormous suburbs of mean houses of red brick
were built in London, the red colour chosen
to make them visible in the ‘pea-soup’ fogs
of the time.
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FIGURE 2

A Roman flint and brick wall from
Burgh Castle, eastern England

Bricks in a Norman bridge, largely built
of flint, and an Elizabethan cottage,
Eynsford, south-east England

FIGURE 3
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Exquisite brickwork from 1889 – the
Denver City Cable Railway Co building,
Denver, Colorado, USA

FIGURE 4

Bricks are often embossed with the name of
the manufacturer, giving some fascinating
glimpses of times past. For an obscure reason,
the depression created by the embossing tool
is called a ‘frog’. Tom Clark has sent me some
pictures of bricks spotted on a recent holiday in Barbados. Two are from 19th century
Scotland (FIG.5), Glenboig is near Glasgow,
which by the mid 19th century was an industrial powerhouse, the ‘second city of Empire’
(after London) producing more steamships
than anywhere else on Earth. Enormous
amounts of brick were exported all over the

FIGURE 5

Spotted in Barbados, 19th century bricks
from Scotland
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world from several hundred small brick companies, of which Glenboig was one of the largest.
Bonnybridge is on the eastern side of Scotland.
Its bricks were unusual in being made from
fi nely crushed shale, which was mixed with
water to make a stiff paste.

Bricks in a pathway in Barbados that
were made in Canning Town, a notorious
mid-19th century slum district of East London. ‘Scotch’
is a style of brick.

In the final picture (FIG. 6) the peacock and the
lovely little girl are unaware they are standing
on a pathway of 19th century English brick,
from Canning Town in the docks area of East
London. The word ‘Scotch’ is misleading. It
refers to a style of brick, and can be made anywhere. In 1857, the great novelist and socialist
Charles Dickens wrote: ‘Canning Town is the
child of the Victoria Docks. The condition of
this place and of its neighbour prevents the
steadier class of mechanics from residing in it
… Many select such a dwelling place because
they are already debased below the point of
enmity to fi lth; poorer labourers live there,
because they cannot afford to go farther, and
there become debased. The Dock Company is
surely, to a very great extent, answerable for
the condition of the town they are creating.
Not a few of the houses in it are built by poor
and ignorant men who have saved a few hundred pounds, and are deluded by the prospect
of a fatally cheap building investment’. Plus
ça change…

The days of the friendly brickie may be numbered. Construction Robotics, of Victor, New
York, has several movies on YouTube showing
SAM, their semi-automated mason, laying
bricks. SAM is engaging to watch: pick up
brick, rotate, slurp on some mortar, rotate,
advance, gently but exactly lower into place,
retreat, repeat. Unfortunately SAM does not
seem to have the brickie’s knack of deftly
removing excess mortar with the tip of a trowel
– it just dribbles down – so ‘semi-’ is perhaps
a crucial word, particularly in the higgledypiggledy context of a real building site. I think
an autonomous robotic brickie is still some
way in the future.
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FIGURE 6

Ian Parsons
University of Edinburgh, UK
(ian.parsons@ed.ac.uk)
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